
RV 1-II Standard

In case of great heat loads of man and machine this ventilator is ideal for a safe heat extraction from 
the building. The Roof ventilator is designed to ensure that with fully opened dampers and intended 
flow direction no penetration of rain or snow is possible. Deposits inside the ventilator arising from 
the production process are avoided due to the special design which allows to achieve a high self clea-
ning effect. Furthermore the aerodynamic shape ensures a constantly good airflow in case of calm or 

side winds. 

Roof ventilators for the industry



                                                              
>> Ventilator type:  Aerotec-RV 1-II

>> Aerodynamic
     efficiency Cv0:  - 0,57 without splitter
    - 0,43 with splitter
>> Material execution  
     inside construction:  - Aluminum
    - Hot-dip galvanized Steel
    - Stainless steel

>> Material execution
     Cladding elements:  - Aluminum
    - Stainless steel
    - Galvanized Steel/Steel/   
        plastic coated
    - Polycarbonate

>> Adjustment mechanism  
     Regulation damper:  - pneumatic
    - electric
    - electro pneumatic
    - manually

Exhaust air systems  

DATA SHEET

Dimensions (to Illustration 1) Informations

Accessories (splitter) >>>

Stack width (a) (m) 1,0 1,5 2,0 2,5 3,0

Ventilator width (b) (mm) 2300 3430 4710 5900 7000

Ventilator height (c) (mm) 954 1280 1700 2120 2540

Frame height (c1) (mm) > Variable (Costomized) <

Aluminum Stainless
steel

Steel
band 

coated

Poly-
carbonate

Material Versions cladding  

RV 1-II Standard

RV1-11 Standard without cladding

Wind load
1,1 KN/m²

to 2,2 KN/m²

Special 
Dimensions
on request

Illustration 1

Illustration 2
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Standard - Accessories
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Splitter silencer

>> Sound attenuation up to 35 dB  
>> Increased insertion loss in the high frequency area 
>> Hygienically tested and certified  
>> Housing and backdrops frame made of galvanized      
     sheet steel  
>> According to EN 13501, Class 1 building materials,  
     non-flammable  
>> Maintenance-free  
>> Different sizes on request  

RV1-11 Standard with sound insulat ion

Splitter thickness (b) (mm) 100 / 200 / 300

Splitter width (a) (mm) 1.500

Splitter length (c) (mm) 500 750 1000 1250 1500 3000

Splitter gap (mm) 200

Dimensions (to Illustration 2)

Illustration 1

Illustration 2
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Accessories (drives) >>>



Standard - Accessories
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Electric drives
Manufacturer: Belimo

Pneumatic actuator
Manufacturer: Grasl

>> 230 V 50/60 Hz, AC/DC 24 V
>> Function:  Open - Close
>> Integrated auxiliary switch, 2 x EPU  
>> Runtime actuator:  < 75 s
>> Runtime spring turn: < 20 s

>> Double-acting pressure cylinder with 32 mm  
     Piston diameter  
>> Cylinder made of anodized aluminum  
>> Recommended operating pressure 6-10 bar
>> Maximum static operating pressure 60 bar  
>> Suspension and air supply through swivel screw,      
     depending on the model type  
>> Ambient temperature range -20 to + 60 ° C  
>> Special lenghts on request
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Other brands on request!
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